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SOMETIMES, WHEN YOU’RE counselling a client and she lobs a 
direct question at you, protocol requires that you bounce it back to 
her. A case in point is my two-o’clock this Friday afternoon, a mother 
of three, early-forties, by the name of Julia Worth. She’s booked an 
appointment as a self-referral, and it’s clear that she’s desperate for 
answers.
 ‘What do you think of divorce Mrs Adams?’ she asks almost as soon 
as she’s seated herself in the brown leather armchair opposite mine, in 
my first floor counselling room.
 To gain time, I brush an imaginary crumb from my black work 
trousers, and push a stray strand of hair behind my ear. I could answer 
Julia in any number of ways: factually - it’s the legal termination of 
a marriage; emotively - it’s the upsetting and often messy end of an 
intimate relationship; cynically - it has the legal profession rubbing 
their hands together all the way to the bank; or experientially - been 
there, done that.
 Instead, I ask, ‘How do you mean?’
 Not very original I grant you, but my aim is to get my client to open up.

Chapter One
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 A petite and attractive brunette whose dark eyes and full lips are 
crumpled with the ravages of distress and uncertainty, Julia looks me 
full in the face.
 ‘Mrs Adams -’
 ‘Evie,’ I correct her.
 ‘Evie,’ she repeats. ‘What I mean is that I don’t believe in it. It’s wrong. 
In my opinion, once you’ve made a commitment to marriage you 
should stick at it.’
 She falls silent, leaning forward as if nursing an inner pain, her eyes 
welling with tears. I pass her the tissues and wait until she’s ready to 
proceed. Behind her, motes of dust dance in the sunlight that streams 
through the ill-fitting lattice windows and lights up her face. From The 
Green below, at the heart of Exeter’s city centre, I can hear the murmur 
of tourists imbibing the architectural and historical delights of the 
eleventh century St Peter’s Cathedral.
 Julia dabs at a falling tear. Naturally demonstrative, this is the part 
of my job I find hardest, having to restrain myself from reaching out 
and giving her a pat or a hug. I content myself by noting that, in stark 
contrast to my own drab attire, she at least looks well-heeled, if the 
fuchsia pink jacket and purple suede handbag are anything to go by. 
Small consolation, but if the marriage does end in divorce, at least she 
won’t be destitute like some of my clients.
 She straightens up, leans back in her chair.
 ‘Trouble is,’ she says, at last, ‘my husband, Carl, seems to be convinced 
that I’m being unfaithful. I’m not. Not in that way, at least. But he’s 
behaving abominably.’
 Intrigued by the concept of multiple methods of unfaithfulness, I 
refrain from delving further at this stage.
 ‘Have you tried to convince him of your fidelity?’ I ask. Silly question, 
but it has to be posed. It never ceases to surprise me how many people 
shy away from confronting the truth.
 ‘Oh, yes!’ Julia is weeping properly by now. ‘Most of the time he 
refuses to discuss it and tells me it’s all in my head. At other times, he 
says, ‘If you don’t like it, you know what you can do.’ I think he’s trying 
to force me into leaving him.’
 I scribble a note in my file. Could this be passive aggressive behaviour, 
I wonder? A well-known syndrome of manipulation, it takes the form 
of emotional abuse that is highly destructive, but gives the impression 
that the perpetrator inhabits the moral high ground.
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 ‘It all started when I became friendly with Hilary,’ Julia continues. 
‘The new Chairman of the Board of Governors at my daughter’s school. 
Carl hit the roof when the appointment was made. Went completely 
over the top. And he never misses an opportunity to make some 
scathing remark. It’s bizarre. They obviously have history but, as I say, 
he refuses to discuss it.’
 I raise an eyebrow. Could the said Hilary have featured in Julia’s 
husband’s life in some way that he would rather not be reminded of, 
I wonder? Some devious business deal on one side or the other? Or 
worse, perhaps, some adulterous behaviour one or other of them would 
rather keep hidden? I settle back in my chair and prepare to listen for 
the next three-quarters of an hour or so to Julia’s account of the ups 
and downs of her marriage. Among women of her age, and mine, it’s a 
familiar story.

‘My parents had a very close and loving relationship,’ Julia says, facing 
me from the other side of the cast iron fireplace. ‘They did everything 
together. Everything. That’s how they wanted it and that’s what my sister 
and I believed was the norm. I guess I thought my marriage would be 
the same.’
 She falls silent. Supposing her to be grappling with memories, I wait 
for several moments before nudging her on. 
 ‘And was it?’ I prompt, at last. ‘The same?’
 Julia twists her shapely, well-manicured hands together in her lap.
 ‘Carl has his own business. Engineering. He set it up himself. Went 
off to America - industrial spying he called it - brought back the first 
laser cutter in the country, and built up the firm to what it is today. It’s 
his pride and joy; a legacy, he says, for our boys, Josh and Nathan.’
 Through the window, I can hear the sound of organ music - probably 
a rehearsal for the next Sunday Service at the cathedral. Drowning out 
the usual low hum of human footfall and voices, it might, almost, I 
think, be a fanfare endorsing Julia’s praise; an accolade for Mr Worth’s 
business prowess.
 ‘It was Carl’s visionary way of thinking I admired before we married,’ 
she continues, ‘but it soon became clear that the vision didn’t include 
me. Or at least, only when it suited.’
 I nod, indicating my understanding. The old, old story, I think, 
momentarily abandoning my professional impartiality. Venus and Mars; 
Alpha male hunter-gatherer; Beta female support and home-maker.
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 ‘You say you were included “only when it suited” in respect of your 
husband. What did you mean by that?’ I ask, recalling the notes I’d made.
 Julia draws a sharp breath. ‘I wouldn’t want you to think that Carl 
neglects me. On the contrary. I have a very generous allowance, accounts 
at most of the major stores, and regular hair and beauty treatment.’
 Even to me, to whom labels mean little and matter less, this much 
is clear. Julia is dressed head to toe in designer attire and adorned with 
Boodle-style diamonds, no expense spared. Slim and lithe, no doubt 
the result of hours of swimming, and pounding the running machine 
under the direction of a personal trainer, her skin, hair and nails are 
beautifully groomed and polished. She is the epitome of the successful 
businessman’s wife.
 It wouldn’t do to jump to conclusions at this stage, but it may be 
that Julia’s quick-fire defensive response to my question is motivated 
by guilt. Guilt that has, perhaps, been instilled in her by her husband? 
Guilt, I suspect, for what is perceived as a lack of gratitude on her part.
 I smile and shake my head, reassuringly. ‘I’m sure you want for 
nothing that money can buy.’
 As I thought she might, Julia pounces on that.
 ‘That’s just the point, Mrs Adams - Evie. Sometimes I feel I’m just 
a walking clothes-horse. Nothing more than an advertisement for my 
husband’s success.’
 Julia pauses for a moment. She’s clearly garnering some memory, some 
sense of recognition. Sure enough, she looks up and shares her thoughts.
 ‘I remember once, some years ago, when I’d bought this lovely 
new sewing machine and I decided to do some dressmaking. Abi, my 
daughter, was only about seven at the time. I made matching outfits for 
her and me. Just simple little dresses in a Laura Ashley fabric. Abi loved 
that we looked the same. And it felt so good to be - creative for once.’
 Anguish and regret are evident in Julia’s eyes and voice. I think I 
have a pretty good idea why.
 ‘And was your husband as pleased as your daughter was?’
 Julia shakes her head. ‘He was furious! Said it was a deliberate 
attempt to show him up; to undermine his role as provider.’
 As I thought!
 ‘How did that make you feel?’ I ask, as gently as I can.
Julia considers for a moment. Then she bursts out, ‘Like a puppet, with 
his hand up my back, making me do what he wants; what’s best for him.’

* * *
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Back at home, later that afternoon, Julia put her key in the lock and 
opened the front door. The black and white marble-tiled floor of the 
hall stretched before her, a grand entrance designed to impress visitors. 
She stepped over the threshold and closed the heavy oak front door 
softly behind her just as the grandfather clock struck four.
 Wearing dark glasses to hide the ravages of her earlier tears, she’d 
driven straight home after leaving Evie Adams. The large period house, 
secluded and surrounded by an acre of grounds, was someway out of 
the city centre, and she’d encountered heavy traffic. Still, she’d made it. 
Plenty of time before Abi and the boys got home from school. Not that 
her absence would be the end of the world; they all had front door keys. 
Besides, she had the feeling, lately, that it didn’t seem to matter much 
whether Mum was around or not.
 She laid her car keys down on top of the polished oak chest against 
one wall, then went to hang her jacket in the cloakroom, opposite. She 
shrugged her shoulders repeatedly in a circular motion to relinquish 
the tension that gripped her, and let out the breath she was unaware 
she’d been holding.
 The session with Evie Adams had been tiring but illuminating. 
Amazing really just how much she’d gleaned. Nothing new had actually 
been said, but Evie very cleverly seemed to ask just the right questions 
to highlight truths Julia had never seen before.
 Had she, for instance, felt like a clothes-horse, as she’d declared herself 
to be? A walking advertisement for Carl’s business acumen; his success?
If she was honest, the thought had never occurred to her before this 
afternoon. It was only in response to what Evie had said - what was 
it now - something about having everything that money could buy? 
And suddenly, she, Mrs Julia Worth, wife of entrepreneur Carl Worth, 
had seen what she’d never properly seen before. ‘Everything that money 
could buy’ was not what she wanted; what she craved.
 Showering her with gifts of clothes and jewellery had seemed, in the 
early years of their marriage, to be an affirmation of Carl’s love. Time 
had shown it, in reality, to be the easy way out for him. She could see 
that now. It meant he didn’t have to spend time with her; didn’t have to 
make conversation with her; didn’t have to get to know her needs; to 
understand her; to love her. And that, above all, was what she yearned for.
 She looked at herself long and hard in the full length mirror on the 
wall. There were shadows under her large brown eyes, a slight droop to 
the corners of her mouth, and tiny furrows beginning to show on her 
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cheeks. She turned sideways, straightened her shoulders, pulled in her 
tummy, lifted her chin and smiled. A definite improvement. She might 
be just the wrong side of forty, but she still had some attractive features, 
she thought.
 Certainly that was the opinion expressed by some of Carl’s colleagues - 
‘gorgeous as ever’ - if they were to be believed. So why was Carl so offhand 
with her? And what could it possibly have to do with her friendship with 
Hilary? She turned from the mirror and made for the door. 
 ‘And just where have you been?’
 Emerging from the cloakroom, Julia felt her heart miss a beat. At 
the far end of the oak panelled hallway, arms folded across his chest, 
Carl was leaning against the door jamb of the lounge. His dark hair, 
beginning to grey at the sides, was swept back off his face; his classic 
good looks were marred by the compressed line of his mouth, and 
the cold, inscrutable grey of his eyes. Tongue sticking to the roof of 
her mouth, and with a terrible, familiar sense of guilt, Julia found 
herself gabbling.
 ‘What are you doing home? I didn’t see the car.’
 ‘Oh! Sneaking in were we?’ Carl laughed, derisorily.
 ‘No! I just hadn’t expected you home this early. Good day at work?’
 ‘As it happens, no! I had a phone call from Abi’s school. They couldn’t 
reach you. So I had to rush over there and take her to A&E.’
 Julia grabbed the edge of the oak chest to steady herself. ‘Oh, my 
goodness! What’s wrong with her? Is she alright?’
 Carl straightened, fixed Julia with an icy stare. ‘She’s okay. But that’s 
not the point. Where were you? Why was your phone switched off?’
 ‘I was - Where is she? I’d like to see her for myself.’
 ‘As she would have liked to see you, her mother, had you not been 
gallivanting off. Somewhere that you’re obviously reluctant to tell me 
about. Isn’t that right, Abigail?’
 Julia turned in the direction Carl was looking and saw her daughter, 
clad in her school uniform, at the top of the stairs. A fourteen year 
old mirror image of her mother, Abi’s left arm was in a sling, her long 
brown hair dishevelled, her eyes red and tearful.
 ‘Where were you, Mum?’ she asked, making her way down the broad 
oak staircase as fast as she could, given that she was unable to hold onto 
the bannister. ‘I kept ringing and ringing you.’
 Julia hastened towards her, pulled the child into her arms, then 
partially released her as Abi cried out in pain.
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 ‘I’m so sorry, darling. I should have been there for you. What happened?’
 Carl resumed his position, leaning against the door post, arms akimbo, 
one ankle crossed over the other, toe down on the carpet. Julia glanced in 
his direction. It was perfectly clear that he was making a show of being a 
spectator, but she was too concerned with Abi to be bothered.
 ‘I dislocated my shoulder on the hockey field. It hurt so much!’
 Unable to continue holding Abi in her arms without causing her 
further discomfort, Julia smoothed her hands down either side of her 
daughter’s face and kissed her forehead.
 ‘My poor darling.’
 ‘Miss Staverton helped me inside and the Head called an ambulance. 
When she couldn’t get hold of you, she rang Dad. Where were you Mum?’
 There was an unmistakeable note of accusation in Abi’s voice. Carl 
straightened up again.
 ‘Yes. Where were you, Julia?’ he drawled. ‘We’d all like to know that.’
 ‘I was in town.’ Julia addressed herself to Abi. ‘I’m so sorry, darling. 
Must have had my phone switched off.’
 ‘Doing good for others were we?’ Carl asked, a dramatised expression 
of intense interest lighting his face.
 Julia flashed him a look in a silent plea for understanding and 
harmony. It failed. As it had, she realised, for at least half of the 
seventeen years of her marriage.
 ‘Your mother had more important things to attend to, Abigail,’ said 
Carl in tones which, if Julia hadn’t known better, rang with sincerity. 
‘Things that wait for no man. Or daughter.’
 He stood still long enough for Julia to catch the look of scorn on his 
face, then walked past her up the hallway and into his study without a 
backward glance. Despite her anguish, Julia made a mental snapshot so 
that she could describe the scene to Evie Adams when next they met.

I lock my counselling room and, with a sigh of relief, make my way 
downstairs. It’s been a long day, and I must admit I’m more than ready for 
home. The evening air is sultry and the narrow streets around Cathedral 
Yard are heavy with the sound of footfall. Pushing my bike, I weave 
my way through hordes of last minute shoppers, plus those intent on 
enjoying the hospitality of the Ship Inn on Martin’s Lane. The site of one 
of seven thirteenth century gateways into the Cathedral Close, the lane is 
too narrow to be more than a pedestrianised walkway leading to several 
upmarket boutiques on The Green. With scant interest in overpriced 
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short-lived fashion items - or so I tell myself - I emerge, at last, onto the 
High Street, mount my bike and begin the cycle ride home. 
 The session with Julia fills my mind. Turning it over, I can’t help feeling 
that the story she recounted to me has similarities to my own. We haven’t 
yet established all aspects, but what she’s said leads me to believe that her 
husband, Carl, has tired of the relationship, and that the harder she tries 
to put it right the more he’s looking for a way out. In fact it’s perfectly 
possible, as she intimated, that he’s trying to force her hand.
 What’s not clear is why that should be? Could it be jealousy? 
Insecurity? Fear of having a dark secret exposed? Or perhaps, more 
likely, thwarted power? Which, itself, of course, might be rooted in 
insecurity? And where does Julia’s new friend, Hilary, figure in this? 
Something odd going on there!
 Obliged to stop at the zebra crossing outside Boots the chemist, my 
attention is drawn to a young couple with a bored kid in tow. They’re 
canoodling as if they haven’t a care in the world; as if the child were non-
existent. Perhaps the mother’s in a new relationship, I speculate, and the 
bloke isn’t the boy’s father? Poor little chap. He reminds me of myself at 
that age. He looks up with a sad, down turned mouth, and all the old 
memories crowd in on me. Swiftly expunging them, I wink, gave him a 
thumbs up which he returns, then cycle on as the crossing clears.
 With the city centre once a fortified Roman settlement built on high 
ground, the journey home is downhill from here on. At least for a while. 
Freewheeling, I resume my appraisal of Julia’s dilemma. Hadn’t she said 
something about her parents being happily married, close and loving, 
doing everything together? And hadn’t she finished by saying that she 
thought her marriage would be the same?
 Perhaps that’s the problem for many an unsatisfactory marriage, I 
think. We either rebel against what our parents stand for - as the boy 
outside the chemist might do. Or we allow our expectations to be 
unrealistically shaped by parental example. Negotiating the roundabout 
near the prison before heading off towards the army barracks, my mind 
turns to my own convoluted journey from wedded bliss to divorce. 
With a bit of a diversion for counselling along the way . . .

‘So, Evie, tell me how you came to be married,’ asked the counsellor to 
whom I’d turned for help when my marriage began to go wrong.
 In my late-twenties at the time, I looked at Grace, seemingly so 
much older than myself, and wondered if she had the capacity to 
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understand. Embarrassed with the memories I’d been asked to 
recount, I shuffled in my seat.
 ‘My father used to say that marriage was the pinnacle of achievement 
if you were a girl. Marry well and you were made, he said. Drummed it 
into me.’
 ‘And you believed him?’
 ‘I thought I did.’
 ‘But?’
 ‘But - I guess I was kidding myself. And him.’
 I stared ahead, trying to analyse the confused thoughts and teeming 
emotions of that time. ‘I suppose, in reality,’ I said, ‘I just longed for 
independence. To escape from the controlling atmosphere of home.’
 Grace nodded. Squirming under the searching gaze of my counsellor, 
I found myself unpacking that statement. Was my aspiration really any 
different to that of a million other teenagers, I wondered? Wasn’t the 
adolescent struggle for independence a natural evolutionary process?
 ‘And how did you meet, you and your husband?’
 I fidgeted again. ‘At a party in my home town, Sheffield. A friend’s 
birthday. Pete was a police cadet. I fell for him big time. He was so 
different to anyone I’d ever known before.’
 ‘And he felt the same about you?’
 ‘I thought he did. I’m not so sure, now,’ I admitted, tearfully. ‘Perhaps 
it was just a matter of convenience for him, having a girlfriend who 
smuggled his washing into the family machine, and who could borrow 
the family car from time to time.’
 I could have added that he might also have seen me as someone 
who had status and influence thrust upon me in that my dad was 
chairman of the local council. But I didn’t. Because whatever the 
sentiments nourishing my alliance with Pete, they were irrelevant. They 
did nothing to alter the fact that the outcome was a failed condom, a 
shotgun wedding, and a father who all-but disowned me. Pete’s move 
to the Exeter police force had followed swiftly. It was, I felt sure, the 
result of my father’s machinations, because it effectively put me and my 
embarrassing condition out of sight of his cronies.
 ‘So you got married,’ Grace said, ‘achieved the independence you 
craved; and what then?’
 I cast my mind back. ‘It didn’t take me long to realise I’d simply 
swapped one sort of dependence for another,’ I replied.
 And a further ten years to admit it, I thought. Well it would, 
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wouldn’t it? I had no career as such. No aims in life. No idea what - 
other than parenthood - was available to me. And besides, my father 
had imbued me with all the old adages: Marry in haste, repent at leisure 
and You’ve made your bed, now you must lie on it, being the relevant 
ones here. 
 ‘I look back at that time and it’s as if it wasn’t me,’ I continued in 
something of a trance. ‘As if I was standing outside myself, looking at 
the child that was me and asking who she was, and how she could be at 
the altar making all those promises she barely understood?’
 Seated in Grace’s counselling room, I fell silent, following through on 
my train of thought. Who was that dreamer, the romantic who believed 
that if she loved enough, then love conquered all? And who was the boy 
who’d been told he was to have fatherhood thrust upon him, then had 
it wrested away? Forever. At least with me.
 Coming out of my reverie, I realised that Grace was looking at me 
intently. Again, I squirmed with embarrassment.
 ‘You said it didn’t take you long to realise you were as dependent 
upon Pete as you had been on your parents,’ said Grace. ‘Can you tell 
me about that?’
 ‘When I lost the baby everything seemed to unravel.’ My voice broke. 
‘She was stillborn.’ I fumbled for a hankie and, when I failed to find one, 
Grace passed me a tissue.
 ‘That must have been difficult for you. For you both,’ she said.
 ‘It wasn’t just losing the baby. That was bad enough. But I felt so 
guilty. She was the reason Pete and I had married. And suddenly she 
was gone.’ 
 ‘But you weren’t to blame, Evie. You were as much a casualty as 
your husband.’
 I leaned forward, hugging myself. ‘It didn’t feel like that. Without 
the baby - there was no - no purpose to our marriage. Nothing to keep 
us together.’
 ‘But you did stay together. For some years, I believe?’
 ‘Ten.’
 I fell silent again, summoning up the memories from the past. A 
decade of misguided hope, of wasted opportunities. What had driven 
me? Had my desperation to conceive again been fuelled by my need to 
be a mother? Or had I thought it a means of keeping Pete by my side? 
In my bed?
 Whatever! It had failed on both counts. And failed dramatically. 
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But that afternoon in Grace’s counselling room I was far from ready 
to admit to Pete’s womanising, or my devastation.
 ‘That first morning,’ I continued, reverting to an earlier part of the 
story, ‘I remember the casual way Pete kissed my cheek before setting 
off for work. In a funny sort of way, it gave me a sense of satisfaction; of 
security; of being properly married, a real wife now that the honeymoon 
was over.’
 It had lasted all of a few moments, I recalled, a wave of self-pity 
engulfing me. Turning to watch his retreating figure, tall and lean in his 
police cadet uniform, my mood had changed, abruptly. The front door 
slammed behind him. Great waves of panic and home-sickness washed 
over me. 
 ‘It’s a wonder I survived,’ I continued, as if I’d voiced my earlier 
thoughts out loud. ‘I knew no one here, in Exeter. I was hundreds of 
miles from home. And I was a teenage primigravida. It was winter, a 
dreary dark day, and the hours until Pete came home yawned before 
me. I think in that moment, if I’m honest, the eagerness I’d had for what 
I thought was independence began to shrivel.’
 Grace looked up from her note-taking. ‘How did that make you 
feel?’ she asked. 
 ‘Well certainly not like running home to my parents!’ I sat up 
straight, lifted my head and squared my shoulders. ‘My father wouldn’t 
have allowed it. Give up? Not part of my upbringing. Not part of his 
Yorkshire tradition, either. A soft southerner my mother might be, in 
his opinion, but he made sure that stoicism flowed through my veins.’

Stoicism! That’s what I need now, I think, pedalling furiously as I change 
gear on my bike to begin the last lap: the hard slog uphill. Eventually, 
panting slightly from the exertion - despite the daily discipline I am not 
as fit as I should be - I arrive chez moi, dismount and push my bike up 
the garden path and into the tiny garden shed in which it is housed. The 
sweet fragrance of old-fashioned roses and early summer hollyhocks 
assails my senses and, even this late in the day, the gentle sound of bees 
in pursuit of nectar can be heard. Before I can insert my key into the 
front door lock, Pumpkin rushes towards me, tail held high, her green 
eyes aglow with anticipation. Purring, fondling, we greet one another 
in the usual way. And as I step into the narrow hall, my present day life 
embraces me, reminding me of all that is positive.
 Things change, if you take action. This is what I need to impress 
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upon the Julia Worths of this world.
 ‘You said your husband believes you’re being unfaithful?’ I reminded 
her shortly before our session ended. ‘Do you want to tell me about that?’
 She shrugged, clearly embarrassed. ‘It’s just a feeling I have. Ever since 
I became friends with Hilary, Carl’s been - really weird. Aggressive.’
 ‘And you’ve no idea why?’
 ‘All I do is help with the fund-raising charity at Hilary’s church. Carl 
can’t stand it. Sees it as some sort of betrayal, I think. As I said, the way 
he’s behaving you’d think I was having an affair.’
 ‘Really?’
 ‘It’s hard to explain,’ Julia’s face crumpled. ‘His anger is totally 
irrational. He seems to be trying to make me choose between seeing 
Hilary or -’  her voice petered out.
 ‘Is this a man we’re talking about? Hilary?’
 ‘No! A woman.’ Julia looked shocked. ‘I don’t mean an affair in that 
sense. It’s not a relationship. It’s - more to do with lifestyle, I think. What 
I mean is - well - I don’t really know.’ She paused, stared into space, then 
looked back at me, abruptly. ‘I keep wondering if Carl’s having a mid-life 
crisis. They do say that men can have a sort of menopause, don’t they?’
 ‘How do you mean?’ I asked.
 ‘Well, I wonder if it’s to do with his father. I only knew him for a 
short time. He died about four years after we were married; the year Abi 
was born, I think it was. He was a barrister. Prided himself on his self-
sufficiency, and made no secret of what he thought of anyone needy, or 
beneath him.’`
 ‘So not the easiest of people to get on with?’
 Julia screwed up her face in a non-verbal agreement. ‘He certainly 
wasn’t one to mince his words. He thought nothing of engineering as a 
career, and had no qualms in telling Carl so. It was all about brain being 
superior to brawn. That’s what he used to say. He made it pretty obvious 
that he hadn’t much time for his son.’
 ‘And you? How did you find him?’
 ‘As I say, I didn’t know him for long. I suppose he must have 
been about - what - ten years older than Carl is now when he died. 
I remember there was a big to-do. Carl’s mother sent for the priest to 
give him absolution. Last rites. And Carl went berserk. Went round the 
house yelling that if God forgave his father, he wanted nothing to do 
with either of them. God or his father.’
 I felt puzzled, and said so.
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 ‘It was all to do with something that had happened when he was a 
schoolboy,’ Julia explained. ‘Something truly terrible. I know that from 
what his mother let slip at the time. But when I questioned her, recently, 
she refused to discuss it. Clammed up. Said it was all in the past. That 
what was done was done.’ 
 ‘So, for some reason or other, Carl was not enamoured of his father?’
 Julia frowned. ‘It’s hard to tell. I’d have said when we first met that 
he adored him. That he was the one person in the world he wanted to 
please. Or at least prove himself to. But - it seems I was wrong.’
 ‘Oh? What makes you think that?’
 ‘I remember Carl once said, following another blazing row when his 
father was still alive, that he never, ever wanted to be like him. I’ve not 
really thought about it much before, but I wonder now if -’
 I waited. I thought I already knew what Julia was going to say, and 
sure enough I was right.
 ‘The thing is,’ Julia said, looking me straight in the eye, ‘That’s exactly 
what he’s turning into. A mirror image of his father. At least with me. It 
seems that I can do nothing to please him.’
 The clock on the mantelpiece struck the hour. Grabbing her handbag, 
Julia jumped to her feet, a look of panic on her face. She had evidently 
allowed no extra time for conclusions.
 ‘Thank you for listening,’ she said, breathlessly, and hastened towards 
the door. ‘I feel so much better for having talked to you. But I need to 
get home now for the children.’
 Aware of her anxiety, I sought to reassure her. We parted company 
with a speedily convened second appointment in the diary, and a sense 
of bemusement in my thinking.
 Pondering the matter now, as I pause in the hallway to remove my 
coat and bicycle clips, I can only conclude that what’s clear is a lack of 
clarity. More lies buried beneath the dark, airless, sub-soil of the past, I 
suspect, than appears in the neatly tilled surface of the present. Nothing 
new there, then!
 On the face of it, it’s not hard to see the parallels between Julia 
Worth’s circumstances and my former life. Unilateral provision - one-
sided giving - begets gratitude, which, in time, may turn to guilt. Guilt 
which, with a little encouragement, can be made to embed its roots in 
the insidious soil of contempt and power.
 For me it was Pete’s rescue of my ‘damsel in distress situation’ that evoked 
my indebtedness. Only for it to be followed by the guilt I’d expressed to 
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Grace when the baby - the reason for my rescue - was no more.
 For Julia, it’s clear that her financial and emotional dependence on 
Carl is the rooting hormone powder that’s produced a burgeoning vine-
like creeper, which requires increasing emotional support. The more 
Carl gives her, the more gratitude he expects, and the more guilt Julia 
experiences for having failed his expectation.
 Moving down the hall to my tiny kitchen, I feel sure it’s Julia’s sense 
of dependency that needs to be addressed. She needs to become her 
own woman. To understand that in marriage, the sums don’t stack up. 
It’s not about two halves making a whole. It’s about the union of one and 
one. Only then will love and respect be found to flourish. Only then 
will the relationship blossom and bear fruit.
 Even so - I open the fridge door and peer in to see what’s available 
for my meal tonight - even so, I reflect, I can’t help but be intrigued. 
There’s clearly something amiss with Carl’s tortured relationship with 
his father. And what about the mystery of his hostility towards Julia’s 
friend, Hilary?
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